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Introduction

Alternanza Scuola Lavoro (ASL )enforced in school since 2015 has demanded a great
effort in organization and time management

but has been offering

great

opportunities to open up schools to the world of work.

The existence of so many Italian enterprises successful for the design of their products
has inspired a short project to make students more familiar with this element of the
industrial manufacture. Furthermore the object of the project, design, promised also
a valuable aesthetic experience and actually it has fulfilled the promise, some of the
photos of this booklet show it.

We began by visiting Fondazione Bisazza near Vicenza which hosts a museum with
remarkable works of art and design, all with mosaics and also the showroom of
Bisazza, a manufacturer of exclusive mosaics for indoor and outdoor decoration. The
exhibits, some of which are literally covered with gold, highlight the value of the
brand „Bisazza“ connecting it with the concepts of sophistication, wealth and
exclusivity.
Then in Cavalicco near Udine we were welcome by the staff of Moroso which
produces luxury sofas and sittings in coperation with some of the most prestigious
designers. Moroso couples international design, highly qualified local craftsmen and a
direct presence in the different markets. It is a source of pride for our region.

Finally we visited the exhibition „Design Castiglioni“ organized in our home town
where, under the guide of Mara Prizzon of Eupolis, we appreciated the genial
simplicity of the functional objects signed by the Castiglionis.
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The Project

14 February
Fondazione Bisazza, Montecchio Maggiore

20 February
Industria Moroso, Cavalicco

1 March
Exhibition „Il design dei Castiglioni“, Galleria Bertoia Pordenone

June

Industry and Design, Beauty and Function.
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Fondazione Bisazza, beauty inside the brand

Vetricolor was founded in 1956 by Renato Bisazza in Montecchio Maggiore, near Vicenza. Only in 1989 the company officially changed his name from Vetricolor to Bisazza S.p.A. From 1995 to 1999 Alessandro Mendini served as the company’s Art Director. Under his directions, mosaics gain immense visibility. In 2000, Piero Bisazza was
named CEO of Bisazza and he still is.
Bisazza is a luxury brand internationally known that produces glass mosaics
used for internal and external decoration, but last years the company started working
also with other materials and set up new working projects, in fact they sell cementiles, pottery, marbles and bathroom furniture.
Bisazza which sells its creations and furniture worldwide has seven flagship
stores in big and important cities such as Barcelona, London, Los Angeles, Miami, Milan, Paris and New York. Bisazza’s products are sold by 2800 different stores.
Bisazza is a cutting-edge company characterized by a very strong entrepreneurial spirit and works using best quality materials and forecasting the evolutions of the
market.
It offers its customers a wide range of products and collections in order to meet
every kind of taste and to fit every kind of indoor and outdoor environment.
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The elegant, exclusive, artistic and luxurious style of Bisazza’s creations is the result of
a profound and conscious teamwork that Bisazza carries out with its designers and
manufacturers; in fact Bisazza works with some of the most famous designers and
nowadays it’s a very powerful company in design industry for its efficient and original
mixture of quality and fashion and of classic and modern.
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FONDAZIONE BISAZZA
Fondazione Bisazza is a private non profit institution open to the public. Fondazione Bisazza, located in Montecchio Maggiore, is the result of the interest and vocation that Bisazza has always had for art, architecture and for the culture of design.
Fondazione Bisazza is a big showroom composed by several rooms distributed
in a space of 7500 square meters. Each room contains works and installations made
by some contemporary designers and architects who use glass mosaic in a stylish and
unique way so as to create works of art such as sculptures and artistic representations. This big collection of works of art represents the “Permanent Collection”.
Bisazza has created the Fondazione to give value to the brand and to connect it
to a concept of luxury, wealth, exclusivity and design.
One of the installations is a colourful “Pinocchio”, called “Pixel Ballet” made by
the artist Jaime Hayon; the strange “Pinocchio” is sitting on the floor and with a
painted jar as its heart. Almost every work done by Jamie Hayton is recognisable by
his uncommon imagination and extravagance.
Another room hosts the “Silverware”, an installation that includes a giant silverware set (8 pieces of art such as a chandelier, a cup and a spoon) covered with
24kt white gold pieces of mosaic. The application, created by b StudioJob, reminds
“Alice in Wonderland”.
Moreover there is a room which shows the “Knight of Dürer”. The equestrian
statue is an imposing piece of art of a horse and a knight, covered in blue and white
gold mosaic, where the horse and the knight seemingly blend together.
In Fondazione Bisazza there is an area called “Fotografia di Architettura” where some
photos, taken by famous photographers and related to architecture, are exposed.
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Another room related to photography shows some pictures taken by the famous contemporary Japanese photographer Nobuyoshi Araki.

We think that the pieces of art were very particular and imposing. We appreciated the connection between art and architecture and between beauty and elegance.
Visiting Fondazione Bisazza is an opportunity to see dozens of works of art designed
by artists who have accepted the challenge of representing a concept with the mosaic
technique. Despite that, we think it’s a little bit disrespectful spending such a big
amount of money in this kind of works of art.
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Industry Moroso, quality design and local staff

Visit to the factory and history of the company
Moroso, located in the industrial area of Udine, is a company that has been producing
a wide range of luxury seatings and sofas since 1952, when it was founded by Agostino in Tricesimo.
Initially Agostino, a handcraftsman, sold what he personally designed and produced;
then he started to collaborate with renowned architects and to enlarge the production. Now the company headed by Agostino’s children, Roberto and Patrizia, who are
respectively the CEO and the Art Director, is specialized in the design sector for high
quality pieces of furniture.

Marketing strategies
Moroso became an international leader in the furniture design market thanks to its
successful marketing strategies. First of all it chose to keep their factories in Italy instead of moving to places where the labour costs less, like Eastern Europe, and to
employ master artisans from Friuli-Venezia Giulia. This decision has allowed it to always have the highest quality standards for its products which, as a result, are very
expensive. In fact, those who buy them pay for both the brand and the materials, and
even for the accurate production, the design and the possibility to customize. In addition the company adopts the direct distribution: by avoiding importers, it is present
with his products in the international market. This choice has helped Moroso overcome the current long lasting crisis much better than other Italian companies, and
has permitted it control its strategies in the best way raising, at the same time, the
value and the prestige of the brand. It now exports its products to more than seventy
countries and has opened flagships stores in many cities all over the world like Milan,
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London, New York, Paris and also in the Middle East and China. Every piece of Moroso
Collection is produced by craftsmen and sold directed from the Friulian enterprise.
The company, which counts on trusted suppliers, has a very efficient and strong internal organization and a wide network. Moroso’s purpose is to make sure the customer is satisfied: this makes the difference between average and top quality companies.

Working process
The visit to the factory allowed us to know the different production phases, which are
controlled by seventy talented local artisans: indeed, Moroso cares about combining
craftsmanship and tailoring with industrial processes. The accurate work of the expert
artisans, the attention to details and the use of high-quality materials are the ingredients of Moroso’s international success and fame. The first phase consists in applying
polyurethane foam to wood frames in order to give a solid and comfortable base to
the different types of sofas and seatings. The covering is generally made of fabric or
leather and is firstly cut by the machines, which follow the project of the designer and
correct possible flaws, and then sewn by expert tailors. Finally, the lining is applied to
the frame and the product is ready to be packed. Moroso gives attention to every
processing phase and the factory is well organized: all the materials are accurately
stocked in the warehouse and all the prototypes undergo strict test before being produced. The designer and the prototypist work together in order to find the best solution for the customer: the product must have resistance, which is tested by some machines, comfortability and a good design. Moroso’s international success is due to its
adaptability and its capacity to follow modernity: the company has always launched
effective advertising campaigns thanks to its social media office.
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Moroso and designers
In the last four years Moroso has collaborated with more than forty international architects and designers, who constantly propose innovative and creative projects,
which are even appealing for many foreign customers. By working with high-qualified
people, the company has always innovative ideas and gives attention to every detail;
its connection with the concepts of beauty and elegance is underlined by the wide
range of products that are hosted in the factory’s showroom, such as sofas, chairs,
armchairs, indoor chaises longues, small tables and even carpets and tapestries.
These products can be found in the most luxurious and expensive hotels and in private houses all around the world.

Moroso’s products
The company has started a collaboration with Diesel - a renowned Italian clothing
brand - offering more exclusive products to its customers and raising its prestige. This
alternative collection takes its inspiration from an informal lifestyle concept and targets consumers who like simple shapes but also seek a “modern” style. Diesel seatings combine high quality materials with a distinctive and unique design of pure lines
and can be found in both lighter colors and darker tones.

Roberto Moroso’s presentation
After the visit to the factory we met Roberto, the CEO of the company, who presented us what makes Moroso an excellent and exclusive manufacturer and gave us some
advice for our future. He was proud to explain us the artisanal origin of his company
and underlined its connection with the concepts of art and beauty: by working with
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famous architects and using high-quality materials, they specialized in design and
gave a special attention to small details. Roberto also explained us that the core of
an industry is teamwork: in his company all the artisans, the designers, the employees and the managers collaborate in order to create a good product and to find the
best solution for the customer.

Feedback and conclusion
In conclusion, the visit to Moroso was a useful experience: we saw - directly and in
detail - a local industry that, despite its international prestige, gives a lot of importance to the territory and the tradition and is still connected to them. Visiting renowned local companies is always stimulating for students and helps them understand the world of work. Roberto explained us the dynamics of the company and
gave us some advice: collaboration will allow us to solve many problems that can
seem difficult to solve.
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Exhibition „ Design dei Castiglioni“,
a guided visit to genial simple beauty
The showroom Harry Bertoia of Pordenone hosted for three months an exhibition
space that documented the work of Studio Castiglioni over the span of sixty years,
from 1938 to 2002.
The three Castiglioni brothers – Livio, Pier Giacomo and Achille – who graduated as
architects from Politecnico di Milano, were active in the fields of architecture, exhibition design, industrial products design and particulary in the field of home
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furnishings, lightning and domestic technologies, working either a team of three or
two, or individually.
The idea of this exhibition came from the collaboration of Unindustria Pordenone and
Fondazione Achille Castiglioni, whose purpose is to highlight the important role
played by the three brothers to create the Italian identity in the sector of design.
Through the projects, prototypes and products, showed in Bertoia’s gallery and lent
by the Fondazione, it is possible to comprehend the potential in the method of
Castiglioni brothers that is stilla live in the sector of design. The exhibition wanted to
express the value of this method which is based on fuctionally, simplicity and humor.
The exhibition at Bertoia’s gallery drove the visitors from the debuts of the three designers with the innovative projects of the radios Phonola and Brionvega, then there
was the domestic project for Villa Olmo in Como which was an important opportunity
to create original objects, and finally it finished with lightning and seatings.
For the entire furnishing, Pier Giacomo and Achille used their creativity at Villa Olmo
and at Splugen Brau beer hall. In 1957, for the exhibition “Colours and Shapes in
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Today’s Home” at Villa Olmo in Como, Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni presented
a functional and non-conformist vision of linving.
They furnished the space with a series of objects created for the occasion and
matched with the anonymous design, that consists on everyday objects selected for
their simplicity and functionality. The results of this experimentation could be seen in
the “Sella” seat, that is a three-legged stool, two of which are provided by the legs of
the person sitting on it. It was meant for short calls, given the instability of the position created by the rolling half-sphere. Another example is given by the “Mezzadro”
stool that cnsists on a seat of a tractor used as a stool. These objects, many years later, would be recognized as the precursors of “sustainable desing” that is based on reutilization.
The two brothers expaned their catalogue of objects for the desing of the “Splugen
Brau Beer Hall” in Milan in 1960 built by Aldo Bassetti, the owner of Poretti and Spluga brands.
The Splugen Brau lamps, with a double aluminium reflector to provide indirect lightning, were raised over the tables with a system to adjust their height. The two designers also projected beer glasses, bottle-openers and bar stools.
Finally, the three brothers spent a large period of their activity on seatings and lightning.
The most iconic and functional seatings, apart from “Sella” and “mezzadro”, are “Allunaggio”, that is an outdoor seat composed by three slim legs in order to cause the
inimal pertubation to gardens, then there is “Basello”, a particular “step” intended at
the same time as a stool and as a low table, and many more others.
The lightning cover a wide range of products including, for example, the famous
“Arco” lamp, that is floor lamp with direct light tha fulfills the need for direct lighting
on a table without having the constraint of the fixed light point on the ceiling thanks
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to its arch shape. A simple and minimal table lamp is “Lampadina”, frosted in a side in
order to prevent that it could blind the users and with wrap thread at the base.
The list of objects and prototypes created by the three designers is really long, and
mostly of them are still present in the market and they are fomous all around the
world.
We really appreciated the visit at the exhibition of Castiglioni’s design. The guide that
drove us through the showroom was prepared on the topic and gave us a lot of information about the desing, in particular the Italian design of whose identity the
three brothers gave a huge contribution. Moreover, we could see the projects and
prototypes really close so as to comprehend the desing of Castiglioni, that can still be
up to date in the sector thanks to its principles: functionality, simplicity and irony.
“… any activity the purpose of which is to design objects that can modify the enviroment falls within the scope of design” – Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni.
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